Given two fields k and F , a k-vector space V , an integer r ≥ 1, we study the structure of the F -representation of the projective group PGL(V ) in the F -vector space of formal finite linear combinations with coefficients in F of r-dimensional vector subspaces of V .
Let k be a field, and V be a k-vector space of dimension > 1. For each integer r ≥ 0, denote by Gr(r, V ) the set of all r-dimensional k-vector subspaces of V . For instance, Gr(1, V ) is the projective space P(V ) := (V \ {0})/k × .
For any associative unital ring A, denote by A[Gr(r, V )] the set of all finite formal linear combinations N j=1 a j [L j ] with coefficients a j in A of r-dimensional k-vector subspaces L j of V . The set A[Gr(r, V )] is endowed with the evident structure of a left A-module. The natural action of the projective group PGL(V ) := GL(V )/k × on Gr(r, V ) gives rise to an A-linear PGL(V )-action on A[Gr(r, V )].
Our goal is to describe, for some coefficient fields F , the structure of the left F [PGL(V )]-module F [Gr(r, V )]. Obviously, the left module A[Gr(r, V )] admits a proper submodule A[Gr(r, V )] • formed by all finite formal linear combinations j a j [L j ] with j a j = 0.
Then one of the principal questions is whether the module F [Gr(r, V )] • is irreducible. When the base field k is infinite and its characteristic is different from that of the field of coefficients F , the answer is positive, cf. Corollary 4.2 for a slightly stronger result.
When k is a local field, one usually studies either unitary or smooth (i.e. with open stabilizers; they are called algebraic in [3] ) representations. However, the representations considered here are non-smooth.
In Theorem 4.1 (2) , various descending sequences of nonzero submodules M 1 := F [Gr(r, V )] • ⊇ M 2 ⊇ M 3 ⊇ M 4 ⊇ . . . with the property that any nonzero submodule of M 1 contains some M n , are constructed. One can expect that this sequence is strictly descending, when both fields, k and F , are of characteristic 0, which would mean that the module F [Gr(r, V )] • is of infinite length.
Several remarks on the case, where k is exhausted by finite subfields, are collected in §3. 
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Endomorphisms and decomposability
Let k be a field, V be a k-vector space, r, r ′ ≥ 1 be integers, A be an associative unital ring.
It is clear that η r,r r is identical, while for (r ′ , s) = (r, r) the morphism
Then
Proof. The R-module A[Gr(r, V )] is generated by [L] for any L ∈ Gr(r, V ), so any morphism of the R-modules ϕ :
For each s, the subgroup St [L] acts transitively on the set of r ′ -dimensional subspaces
It follows that η r,r s ′ η r,r s = η r,r s η r,r s ′ . In other words, the algebra
The case of the base field algebraic over a finite subfield
There is an extensive literature on representations of finite groups, see e.g. [1, 2] . For this reason we do not treat in detail the case where k is a finite field. The purpose of this section is rather to provide a result (Proposition 3.2), which is used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 below.
If k is a finite field and F is a field of characteristic zero then the smooth representations in F -vector spaces of the group GL(V ) for a countable k-vector space V are described in [5, Theorem A.17 ]. It follows, in particular, that for each integer r ≥ 1 there are precisely r + 2 submodules of F [Gr(r, V )] (including 0 and itself), and they are totally ordered by inclusion. The kernel of 
Let F be a field of characteristic ℓ. Let k be a union of finite fields.
(1) Suppose that V is finite and either dim P(V ) = 1 or ℓ is not characteristic of k. For each x with a x = 0 fix its liftx ∈ V . Choose a maximal subset B consisting of k-linearly independent elements amongx's. We replace k with the subfield of k generated by the coefficients of the elementsx in the base B, and replace P(V ) with the projectivization of the space spanned by thex's over the new k. We, thus, assume that P(V ) is finite. Then we proceed by induction of the dimension n of P(V ).
For each hyperplane H ⊂ P(V ), let U H ⊂ PGL(V ) be the translation group of the affine space
, where q is order of k. For the induction step in the case ℓ |q (and dim P(V ) > 1), fix some hyperplane H containg points y, z with a y = a z and fix some η ∈ PGL(V ) such that η(H) = H, η(y) = z and η(u) = u for some u ∈ H.
, so we are reduced to the case of dimension n − 1.
Assume now that dim P(V ) = 1.
(1) If ℓ does not divide q +1 then there is y ∈ P(V ) such that (q +1)a y = x∈P(V ) a x . If ℓ divides q + 1 then fix an arbitrary y ∈ P(V ) with a y = 0 (so that (q + 1)a y = 0 = x∈P(V ) a x ). Proof. The natural morphism of
and thus, the above morphism is not injective, so F [P(V )] • is not simple.
The simplicity in the case dim V = 2 is shown in Proposition 3.2.
The case of infinite base field
Theorem 4.1. Let r ≥ 1 be an integer, k be an infinite field of characteristic p ≥ 0, V be a k-vector space of dimension ≥ 2, A be an associative unital ring.
(1) Assume that either • A is an algebra over a finite field of a prime characteristic ℓ = p, or • p > 0 and A is a Z[1/p]-algebra, or • A contains a field, while the union of the finite subfields of k is infinite. Then there is a bijection between the left ideals in A and the left
any nonzero submodule of M 1 contains a nonzero M n · a for some a ∈ A and some n.
Proof. Adding to α zero multiples of several more subspaces L i we may vary N , so that N takes arbitrary sufficiently big values.
Replacing V with a finite-dimensional subspace containing the sum of L 0 , . . . , L N , we may further assume that V is finite-dimensional and of sufficiently big dimension.
It is a folkore result that a nonzero vector space over an infinite field cannot be a finite union of proper linear subspaces, see e.g. [4, Theorem 1.2] 
For each subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , N } the determinant of 1 + t i∈I ξ i is a polynomial over k with value 1 at 0, so there are only finitely many values of t, where the operator 1 + t i∈I ξ i is not invertible. As k is infinite, we may therefore replace ξ i 's (and w) with their common multiple, so that 1 + i∈I ξ i become invertible for all subsets I ⊆ {1, . . . , N }. Then the element
where µ p is the set of complex p-th roots of unity. Let us show that the matrix
  is invertible. Indeed, for a primitive ζ ∈ µ p , the matrix pD coincides with
As the norm in the extension Q(ζ)/Q of the element 1−ζ j is p, we see that det D = ±p m for an integer m ≥ 0, so det D is invertible in Z[1/p]. This implies that the subgroup generated by the elements Ξ N α, . . . , Ξ N +p−2 N α is also generated by the elements
• The elements λ i can be chosen from a finite subfield of k so that Ξα is nonzero. As
Ξα is projectively equivalent to a nonzero integral linear combination of points of a projective line defined over a finite field, the irreducibility of A[Gr(r, V )] • comes from Proposition 3.2 with F being the prime subfield of A. 
It is already explained in part (1) that any nonzero submodule of M 1 contains some nonzero M s · a.
If V is infinite-dimensional then we can also take an arbitrary (r − 1)-dimensional subspace U ⊂ V and a sequence e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , . . . of vectors in V with k-linearly independent images in V /U , and let M s be the submodule in A[Gr(r, V )] • generated by the element I⊆{1,...,s} (−1) |I| [U + ke 0 + k( i∈I e i )].
To show that a submodule of M 1 containing a nonzero α contains some nonzero M s a, one applies the same argument as in (1) with the following modifications:
• replace V with the sum of L 1 , . . . , L N and of k · e ′ 0 , . . . , k · e ′ N , where e ′ 0 = v and e ′ 0 , e ′ 1 , . . . , e ′ N are vectors in V with k-linearly independent images in V /L 0 1 ; • for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N , fix some k-linear endomorphism ξ i of V such that ξ i | L i = 0, ξ i | L 0 1 = 0 and ξ i (v) = v + e i . Then the element Ξα is of desired type with s = N .
There remains the case, where the image of the ring homomorphism Z → A is annihilated by an integer m ≥ 2, k is algebraic over a finite subfield, and V is finite-dimensional. Applying to an element α the above procedure, we get as Ξα a multiple of a linear combination of collinear subspaces with coefficients in the image of Z/m in A. There exist a divisor s of m and a prime divisor ℓ of m such that sΞα = 0 and sℓΞα = 0. By Proposition 3.2 (2) for the projective line and F = Z/ℓ, the module sA[PGL(V )]α contains sA[Gr(r, V )] • · a.
Corollary 4.2. Let r ≥ 1 be an integer, k be an infinite field, F be a field, V be a k-vector space of dimension ≥ 2. Then F [Gr(r, V )] • is the only irreducible F -subrepresentation of PGL(V ) in F [Gr(r, V )], if either F is of characteristic different from that of k, or the union of the finite subfields of k is infinite.
